
Needs and Wants  - Determining where to spend your money. 

Determine your wants vs. needs  

INTRO: 

Are you new to the budgeting game and feeling confused about what you really need to include versus 

what you WANT to include. You’ve started building your budget and very quickly realized you ran out of 

money too fast which leads to the fateful question “Do I really need this?” This tip should offer you 

some insight on how to clear up some of those debatable budget items.  

Welcome to Money Tip Tuesday from the Making Money Personal Podcast. 

 

Because of the myriad of challenges people have been facing this year, more of us see this as a time to 

re-evaluate our budgets and pay a closer attention to our bills and spending. For others, beginning a 

budget is a whole new territory. 

For those of you in the process of starting your budget for the first time you may find yourself trying to 

decide what should be included. What items are important and what can you do without? Should you 

cut back on some things? Maybe add something new?  This is where most everyone starts, and it can be 

intimidating.  One way to make it easier is to differentiate between your needs and your wants.  

Having a clear understanding of what you need to spend your money on versus what you want to spend 

your money on can ensure that your necessities will be covered and you won’t waste those much-

needed funds on other things you find out later, you didn’t really need.  

Dividing your expenses between wants and needs will help you gain a better understanding of how to 

set up your budget to get your money working for you not against you. Determining the difference will 

keep your budget organized and give you a clear idea of where to allocate your money. It also can 

ensure you’re providing yourself the ability to enjoy life at the same time. 

 

DETERMINING NEEDS 

The first part of determining what a need is versus what a want is, is to make a list of all the things you 

spend money on. Include everything from toilet paper and shampoo to electric bills and housing. After 

your list is finished, go down each item to label it either a need or a want. If you’re unsure whether 

something is a need or want, here’s a quick explanation of each. 

A Need is something that is essential for you to live and work. Things like food, clothing, housing are 

considered needs. You can also throw insurance, gas and electricity and even, in some cases, 

transportation. Now, keep in mind, some of this is subjective since some people may have more needs 

to live than others. Things like medications, treatments and the like could also be included in the Needs 

category. 

When determining your Needs, you may find it helpful to ask yourself these questions.  

 Is this an expense that’s absolutely necessary to run your household?  



 Is this something you are unable to live without?  

 Will refusing to buy this item impact your ability to do your job, or maintain your health? 

(outdated laptop or expired medical equipment) 

If your item answers yes to these questions, you should put it in the Needs category. 

 

IDENTIFYING WANTS 

As you go down your list, you’ll also want to identify your wants. A Want is something that you don’t 

need to live day to day but you would like to obtain either now or at some point in the future. 

This list can include things like entertainment, traveling, dining out, specialty coffee drinks, luxury 

vehicles and more.  

They are usually expenses to help you live more comfortably but you could get on fine without.  

Keep in mind when you’re making your list that sometimes Wants can disguise themselves as Needs.  

For example, your cell phone may be getting a little old. It doesn’t work as well as when you first got it 

and it’s starting to show signs of age. PLUS you see all the exciting ads showing you the latest phone 

model with even more features than your own. You may find yourself comparing the two and then 

conclude that you “need” a new phone. But when you really look at the one you have, you may find that 

it still runs okay, it still makes calls, sends texts, let’s you check email etc. That desire for the newest 

model phone is probably more of a want than a need. You still have a working phone that you can use 

for the next few months and maybe a year. So a new phone item on your list would, in this case, be 

considered a want. 

Asking yourself these questions may help you decide if the item on your list is a Want. 

 Do I already own a similar item that I can use instead?  

 Is this an item that’s just going to be added to a collection?  

 Is this something that will sit for long periods of time unused? 

 Is it for aesthetics or comfort?  

Based on the answers to these questions, you should have a clearer understanding of whether the item 

is a want or a need 

BUDGETING FOR BOTH 

After you determine what your needs and your wants are, now you can start adding them to your 

budget. It’s important to make sure that all your needs can be covered, but it’s okay to leave a little 

room for things in the Wants category. 

Some budgets tell you to follow a 50/30/20 plan. This type of budget encourages you to put 50% of your 

money towards paying for needs, 30% of your money towards wants and 20% towards savings. If you’re 

new to budgeting, this may be a good starting point to help you decide how to allocate your money and 

what items you’ll be able to include. 



The main purpose of determining your wants and your needs is to help you organize your budget items 

so they’re properly balanced. It helps you appropriately cover all your needs while still providing you the 

freedom to spend a controlled amount on things you want.  

Next time you sit down to do your budget, evaluate each of your items based on your wants and needs. 

It’ll help you set up a working budget that makes every dollar count so you can live a balanced, and 

financially sound life. 

If you have any additional items that we may have missed or tips that could be helpful to other listeners, 

let us know at tcupodcast@trianglecu.org, or look for Triangle on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn to 

let us know what you think or to share your thoughts. 

Thanks for listening to today’s Money Tip Tuesday and be sure to check out our other tips and episodes 
on the Making Money Personal podcast.  
 
Have a great day! 
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